Learner Guide to
Becoming Familiar with
LFO: Answer Guide

[LFO Module – Autonomous Learning]
After completing this guide, you will have set up an account on LFO and know its basic features.

**Race to Learn LFO**

In this checklist are all of the things you need to be ready to use LinguaFolio Online! Race yourself to learn everything as fast as possible. To make this activity more fun, race against a sibling or a friend who is also setting up their LFO account.

On your mark, get set, GO!

- Create an account
  - Join using the code provided by your teacher or lfolio@uoregon.edu.
  - Choose a username: *Anything not already in use with six characters or more.*
  - Enter your name: *First, last, or first and last. It is up to you! Check with your teacher if it is for school.*
  - Enter your email: *This will only be used to troubleshoot issues with your account should they arise.*
  - Make a password: *Anything with six characters or more*

- Find the tutorials
  - Write down three tutorials available for students.
    
    You may have listed:
    - LFO Overview
    - Signing up
    - Uploading Evidence
    - Evidence Review Process
    - My Proficiency Overview
    - Assignment Overview
    - Any mobile tutorial
- Read the Can-Do Statements
  - Get familiar with the different levels and sublevels
    - Write the five levels below.
      - Novice
      - Intermediate
      - Advanced
      - Superior
      - Distinguished
  - Get familiar with the different modes (listed along the left)
    - Write the three modes plus other focus with a brief description of each in your own words.
      - Intercultural: Learning about other cultures
      - Interpersonal: Communicating with someone back and forth
      - Presentational: Telling about an idea
      - Interpretive: Receiving info about an idea
  - Get familiar with the different can-do statements for a level
  - Learn how to upload evidence
    - Look at the different forms of evidence that you can upload.
      - Write five evidence types you can upload below.
        - Writing Sample
        - Picture, Video, and Audio File
        - Audio Recording
        - Document Upload
        - Embedded Link or URL
    - Click on the different forms of evidence to see what is required to upload them.
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